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With over 60 years experience in buying, growing, maintaining and everything else in between, our 

Sentinel Tips, Tricks and Facts provide detailed information on all these things and more. This list will be 

useful for any orchid enthusiast. 

1. It is difficult to explain to new growers to be cautious in their purchases.  A moderate to large 

number of orchid plants are genetically predisposed to grow in narrow environmental slots or not 

grow well. 

2. A beautiful flower(s) does not always equate to a well rooted and growing plant. A bargain is 

often not a bargain. Try not to accept or purchase plants that have minimal roots. When 

selecting plants, always ask how well the plant grows. Do not be afraid to ask if a plant will grow 

under your conditions.  Always ask the orchid merchant if the plants offered are virus tested. If 

the answer is no and there is no replacement or refund policy – WALK AWAY!!! 

3. A high percentage of plants offered are not superior varieties and are still expensive. 

4. It can be a big mistake to purchase seedlings in 2 – 2 ½” pots. Unless they are well developed, 

and unless you are lucky and/or have perfect conditions, expect to lose seedlings. 

5. Know your dealer and the level of what they are selling. 

6. Try to purchase plants in flower with good root systems. 

7. Orchids should be repotted in the correct media(s) and preferably every two years or sooner. 

Paphiopedilums respond to repotting every year – be very careful not to damage healthy roots. 

Sentinel has been repotting all the Paph’s and Phrags in Cypress Mulch.  My supplier in 24 

Quart Bags is CHEWY and it used to sell for $14.00 to $17.00. If you ordered three, they were 

generally postpaid. 

With COVID restrictions, the price has doubled. I add about 10% large and small perlite. I top 

dress with my dry fertilizers and add a small amount of powdered limestone through the mix.  

The results so far have been excellent. Some of the dryer growing Oncidiae send out good root 

systems in the cypress.  

8. Every orchid has its own growing speed. Observe them, talk to them, pull them out of their pots 

every once in a while to say hello.  Make friends. If it grows out of, or about to grow out of its 

pot, especially if there are exposed roots, repot it; don’t be time locked. 

9. I avoided for years placing plants in baskets. If anything needed to be done to the plants, they 

were difficult to extract especially on deteriorating wood slats. Instead of the baskets, I am now 

using plastic spider pots. They provide great drainage and do not rot.  I use larger mix and 

exploded clay and charcoal to get best drainage.  Remember some orchids only grow well with 

lots of exposed roots: C. walkeriana, nobilor, aclandiae, Brassavolas, Broughtonias, 

Epidendrum and Encyclia, many bifoliates and other cattleya species.  If the roots outgrow the 

web pot, take the whole thing and shift to a larger web pot. 

10. You can also cork slab them – I have seen great results with the cork, but it usually takes two 

years to get root and growth distribution.  Unfortunately, the cost of cork has almost doubled in 

price.  Since the roots dig in, it is tricky to divide them unless they grow entirely off the slab. I 

soak the plants totally in water until everything is saturated. See if the roots will release, if not I 

take a sharp knife and work it under as many as I can.  After that, a good ‘rip them off the slab’ 

is in order. Make sure the plants on or removed from the slab are virus free as you do not need 

to infect new mounts.  I have been soaking good cork slabs with Clorox for 15 to 20 minutes to 

remove algae and to sterilize them after removing plants. It works quite well and gets several 

years more out of the slabs. I was surprised to see the expanded root activity. You should use 

slabs of cork large enough to accept the expanding roots for several years. I wet some 

sphagnum and place it stringently where the plant’s and roots will be mounted.  I use thin green 

plastic coated copper bell wire.  The best was a 2000 foot roll of 24 gauge from eBay.  I try to 



apply the wire wrapping around at about 1” centers from rhizome to bottom of roots.  I treat 

these plants with horticultural lime water several times per year  The smaller dendrobiums 

also like the slabs. If the roots stray off the slab, spend a few minutes and try to work them back 

under the wires.   

11. Be prepared to experiment with various medias (bark mixes, tree fern, sphagnum, stones, 

combinations of whatever), until your plants respond nicely. 

12. I was able to obtain clear plastic pots in several sizes and I have been experimenting. These 

pots seem to accelerate root growth especially in Paphs and Phals. The pots will all get algae 

deposits that will affect the plants if they get too thick. I am restricting the use to mainly 

Phalaenopsis.  I am usually repotting in under two years.  This means that the mixes are usually 

not totally broken down and I trim the back bulbs and repot in same pot or go to a larger pot.  

13. Whether you are using green or clear plastic pots, I find it necessary to place 1/8” holes on the 

bottom and on the sides. The number of holes depends on how much moisture you want to hold in 

the pot. I try to keep the holes in patterns so it does not look like the pots were hit with a shotgun. I 

heat up an 11 gauge wire and hold with a pliers. Please note that the distribution of the holes is 

very important as adding holes on the sides vastly increases the total air movement within the pot.    

14. IT IS PROBABLY NOT YOUR FAULT.  I have had two of the same plant and divisions of the 

same plant, potted at the same time and placed next to each other. One grows vigorously and one 

refuses to develop properly. It just means that there may have been minor differences in size, root 

structure, exposure, drainage – all of which affect success or failure. Another concept is that some 

orchids seem to have life spans or refuse to root properly – all could be related to genetics and/or 

the growth regulators of the individual division.    

15. The object of growing is to select and produce the best orchids possible based on your taste, 

budget and space requirements.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

SENTINEL BASIC PRINCIPLES 

1. Worry about growing roots first, growth and flowers will follow. Nice new and proliferating green 

root tips means the plant is happy. No visible green root tips – there is a problem.  It is best to have 

sturdy plants with extensive root systems – their strength makes them naturally less susceptible to 

infection and insects and will produce better flowers. 

2. I treat repotting plants as an ARTISTIC EFFORT.  I take in consideration the look of the repotted 

plant: how the growths relate to each other, best position for the new growths, staking/support 

method and locations to produce good stability and the best type of pot for both the root mass and 

to still contain two sets of new growths.  I usually remove unneeded back bulbs.  Sometimes a 

back bulb will have significant live roots.  One of my practices is if the bulb and growth are 

yellowing or leafless, I cut the growth at the rhizome or above any live eyes.  When I am finished, I 

usually can say – “That really looks good and makes me happy!” 

3. I will often use two staking systems to get the best stability. I make my own structural posts with 11 

gauge galvanized wire with a triangle clip for the pot edge. These may be combined with double 18 

– 24” pot hangers. 

4. 1/8” TO 3/16” green twist ties are good for support.  I found a 5000 foot roll on eBay at the best 

price  A lot of twist ties but I use about 200 feet a month. Tying the growths also requires some 

thought as the ties are structural, but they should not be so visible to look ridiculous. 

5. Always carefully observe the root mass.  I always cut off any dead roots.  Sometimes I make coils 

with twist ties attached to the rhizome to imitate roots that act as anchors. It is best to pot before 

new roots get more than an inch. But this is not always possible. With longer roots, soak them till 

soft and carefully place or coil them in the pot.   

6. Do not overpot your plants. Size your living root mass to allow two growth cycles expansion in the 

pot, not sized for the growth above. Sentinel’s recommendation is the root mass should be 



generally 60% of the new pot size volume. This sometimes means that you may have a massive 

plant in a tiny pot or a small plant in what looks like a too large pot.  

7. Sentinel has had success with what I call SMALL POTTING. These are back bulbs with eyes and 

sometimes single small divisions or side growth small plants with only one to three growths.  Set in 

tiniest pots possible with a support. Be prepared to move them to larger posts when progressing 

new growths and roots appear and start to fill out the pot.  Place them in an easy to water location 

in medium bright light. Water them often. Throw out any not developing. You will be surprised how 

many will survive and thrive. You may benefit from gaining some very desirable plants with an 

extra two years of patience.  

8. In almost all cases, repot acquired plants to your mix and pots. The exceptions are when new 

plants are potted the way you would do it, or, if a plant should not be touched when it is in its rest 

period. Check all newly acquired plants for virus, insects, disease, loss of roots and clean and 

repot as required. 

9. If you can get good quality bark, use it - look for hard nuggets with minimal dust and minimal soft 

wood chips (chaff). I have tried the bark from New Zealand. There are two types. A really good 

clean type and another that seems to have some salt infiltration. With shipping both are expensive. 

I have returned to the standard bark based on cost and normal performance.  Since plants are 

growing out of the pots in usually 1 ½ - 2 years, the standard barks are fine.  

10. Percentages of bark sizes are adjusted based on the root system. Sentinel has changed its 

percentages on bark. Mainly the amount of FINES has been drastically reduced on 3” pots and 

above. 70% medium bark, 10% fine bark, 15% medium to large perlite, and 5% medium charcoal.  

I have several large bags of the pelletized clay and have added this to the mix also.  This creates a 

more open mix and seems to generate better root action. Water more often if necessary.  As I pot, 

I discard soft and thin sliced bark. Your hand can do a great job of feel sorting through the bark mix 

and selecting slightly denser combinations for the smaller pots.  You can always adjust for more 

fines in the smaller pots and use the large pieces of bark in 6” and above pots. For some plants 

like vandaceous, I might use chunks of charcoal available at Home Depot and Lowes in large 

bags. Break the chunks into workable sizes with a hammer. 

11. I pot using a dry mix.  This is very important as the dry mix takes a month or two to hydrate and the 

plant senses that it needs to generate roots. This also means that you may have to water and light 

spray the plants more often until the roots start to regenerate to keep the bulbs from desiccating.  

12.  I use a lot of shallower and pan type plastic pots when I observe shallower root systems. I have 

been using Styrofoam peanuts for years in the bottom of the pots and the number is based on the 

anticipated volume of the root system.  Use only the harder white or pink peanuts and not the 

softer or melting type. 

13. I recommend utilizing fertilizer that has no urea as a nitrogen source. The urea can cause soft 

growth that places the plant under stress and makes the plant more susceptible to disease. 

Sentinel has been utilizing Jacks by Peters. They have two formulas: Orchid Well Water 16-4-20 

with trace elements and Calcium and Magnesium and Blossom Booster 10-30-20 with trace 

elements.  I have been using the Blossom Booster all year at one teaspoon per gallon.  A friend 

recommended HOLGANIX BIO 800 BLOOM which is a microbial based liquid. The results have 

been excellent producing energetic and great looking plants.  I use the Holganix at one Teaspoon 

per gallon several times per month with the Jacks.  You can purchase the Holganix direct from the 

company in 32 oz or one gallon containers.  It must be refrigerated after two weeks.  I recommend 

mixing it yourself by removing the 32 oz. from the spray bottle or extracting from the gallon 

container and watering at the one teaspoon per gallon rate.  If you use their rate, you will be using 

far more than the plants need.  Be patient as the Holganix seems to work best on the second 

growth cycle when you will see the expansion and secondary growth results. I top dress with crab 

shell and Rose Food and sometimes powdered limestone. I also use organics during active growth 

such as seaweed and fish emulsion  

14. After observation, it is apparent that a mass of new growth starts for Cattleya intermedias in 

October. and into Winter.  The intermedias grow very quickly so one should be vigilant and provide 



almost excessive watering and fertilizer. January and February for nodosa and broughtonia. This is 

followed in late Spring in the Cattleya Group with the older growths slightly shriveling providing 

energy going into the new growths. You should increase your watering and fertilizer. Always 

carefully watch Cattleya species as they have relatively short new growth cycles.  

15. Sentinel utilizes both preventative spraying and reactive spraying. There are few to no beasties in 

our plants. Once in a while we get some surface insects, but they are easily disposed of with some 

light insecticide, dish washing soap in one hand sprayer and another with dormant oil sprays and 

some Orthene additive.  I preventative spray both on repotting and prior to entering the collection. 

Only apply these substances on cloudy days or with cooler temperatures or during rainy periods to 

avoid burning. Always test a few plants to make sure you get proper concentrations and coverage 

with no damage. Never let the beasties get entrenched and always very carefully examine any 

incoming plants for problems. I generally maintain a hand sprayer with dormant oil, dishwasher 

soap and an insecticide to give plants localized spraying. 

16. Some growers have scale and often it may not proliferate for weeks to months. It is particularly 

annoying. Go to the hardware store (not Home Depot) and buy some decent hand sprayers to 

keep the solution of 4/5’s water and 1/5 dish washing soap. Add more water if too viscous in 

sprayer. Wash your hands several times if previously worked on other plants. Assuming the plant 

is physically worth treating, I strip the plant of mix, dead roots and remove as many dry sheaths as 

possible, especially at bulb bases. Copiously spray the leaves, bulbs and especially the bulb-

rhizome junctions and the leaf axils. Let sit for a few minutes. Lightly rub your hands on the 

surfaces as you wash off the plant. Do not break tissue surfaces. The most difficult areas are along 

the rhizome and the bases of the bulbs where the eyes reside under some leaves and folded 

areas. Two or three sprayings in those areas usually gets all of the scale groups. For tighter areas 

use a soft sterilized sponge to get into ridges and notches. The sponges are cheap and you can 

soak them in Clorox to sterilize between use.  Sometime with heavier concentrations and in ridged 

areas you will need something to get into the spaces – Q-Tips, a sharpened soft eraser, pencil tip 

or equal will do the job.  Wash the plant off. The first treatment often loosens the sheaths. Remove 

as much sheathing as you can. Spray again and let sit for few minutes and wash that off also. 

Check the plant in the next month to make sure the scale is gone. If you suspect you did not get it 

all, spray again and wash off.  Most of the time this works.  Plants infected badly with scale get a 

yellowing and you have to hope the poisonous effects did not debilitate the victim. The soaping 

process will kill almost any zoo of unfriendlies present and does not take very long beyond your 

normal repotting. Surprisingly if the yellowing is not too bad, the plants recolor to their normal 

green rather quickly.  

17. Observe the reaction of the leaves with the soapy spray. Sometimes the surface of the leaves start 

to absorb the soap and it will be shown with blotchy darker color. Immediately wash any soap from 

the surfaces.  Note: this process does not eliminate the need for prophylactic spraying with 

systemics of your choice.   

18. Frequent watering and active fertilization can break down mix quicker. My feeling is: I am repotting 

every 1 ½ to 2 years so I am ahead of the problem. This does not resolve the growing out of the 

pot syndrome.  

19. When new growths edge or grow outside or send roots outside the pots, act quickly and repot as 

these new roots are difficult to protect when more than one to two inches. The exception to this is 

some Cattleya species with very short growth periods. One must be very careful to disturb the 

roots as little as possible. Early and very careful repotting or adding a half pot to pick up the new 

roots may be necessary.  This may also be a case to utilize larger pots.   

20. There are several species that enjoy having exposed roots beyond the pots and actually perform 

better. You should research these plants.  Ask other growers of their experiences. Much will be a 

case of your own observation.  The exposed roots require extra care to not break them if you are 

moving plants.    
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